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In This IssueFat on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown
ZENG ET AL., PAGE 84
Leptin action in the brain stimulates sympathetic neurons that innervate fat de-
posits, forming neuro-adipose junctions that break down fat. Local optogenetic
activation of these neuronal terminals promotes fat loss and could be used to
circumvent central leptin resistance.Building a Bigger Brain
POLLEN ET AL., PAGE 55
Radial glia in the ventricular and outer subventricular zones showmolecular dif-
ferences at the single-cell level, and transcriptomic analysis suggests that outer
radial glia generate a self-sustaining proliferative niche that supports primate
brain expansion during development of the cerebral cortex.Looking Human
PRESCOTT ET AL., PAGE 68
Epigenome and transcriptome profiling from in-vitro-derived human and chimpanzee cranial neural crest cells allows for
exploration of recent changes in the cis-regulatory landscape underlying human craniofacial evolution.Microbiota on a Gastro-Tour
DEY ET AL., PAGE 95
Amouse model of short-term dietary changes, mimicking what happens when humans travel to places with different culinary
traditions, reveals how a single food ingredient like turmeric can, in combination with microbially generated biomolecules,
regulate host physiology.Liquified Mitotic Forces
JIANG ET AL., PAGE 108
Aprotein associatedwithmitotic spindle transitions coalesces into a liquid droplet to promotemicrotubule polymerization and
spindle assembly, suggesting that the biophysical properties associatedwith liquid demixingmay shape the characteristics of
a hypothesized but elusive spindle matrix.When Stress Relief Gets Sticky
MOLLIEX ET AL., PAGE 123
RNA binding proteins with low complexity sequence domains drive liquid
phase separation to form stress granules within the cytoplasm; however, if
the granules persist, pathological protein fibrillization results.Nuclear Organization Cell by Cell
KIND ET AL., PAGE 134
Looking at chromosome-lamina interactions in single cells reveals cell-to-cell
variation in interphase chromosome architecture and extensive intra-chromo-
somal coordination of nuclear lamina contacts.Cell 163, September 24, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 1
Central Circadian Control for Plants
TAKAHASHI ET AL., PAGE 148
Plants harbor a clock in their shoot apex that functions like the mammalian
suprachiasmatic nucleus, acting to couple and synchronize rhythms in distal
organs.Striking at the Heart of Triple-Negative Breast
Cancer
WANG ET AL., PAGE 174
Triple-negative breast cancer’s strong dependence on the transcriptional ki-
nase CDK7, which drives expression of a cluster of cancer-promoting genes,
suggests a potential new therapy.Decoder Ring for Mutations in Cancer Signaling
CREIXELL ET AL., PAGE 187
CREIXELL ET AL., PAGE 202
Determining the residues that drive the specificity of kinases and of SH2 domains that bind phosphorylation sites paves the
way for a systematic interpretation of mutations on signaling networks. Applying this approach to genomic variants in cancer
reveals the many ways in which signaling networks can be rewired, including the creation or destruction of phosphorylation
sites.Monitoring Methylation Changes in Single Cells
STELZER ET AL., PAGE 218
A clever reporter system indicates DNA methylation status in single cells and how it changes over time in vivo.The Silence of the Proviruses
YANG ET AL., PAGE 230
Proviral silencing is a characteristic of the pluripotent state, and the precise expression of endogenous retrovirus is critical for
embryogenesis and development. Identification of cellular factors andmechanisms involved in retroviral repression in embry-
onic stem cells provides key insights into these processes.Chromatin Architecture in the Brain
LINHOFF ET AL., PAGE 246
Interrogation of chromatin architecture at high resolution in complex tissues
such as the brain is made possible through the combined analysis of epigenetic
modifications, intranuclear localization of specific DNA sequences, and high-
resolution segregation of nuclear compartments using advanced array tomog-
raphy imaging.The FAKts about Tregs in Cancer
SERRELS ET AL., PAGE 160
Nuclear Focal Adhesion Kinase or FAK regulates transcription of chemokines
that drive recruitment of tumor-associated regulatory T cells to promote onco-
genic growth by inhibiting cytotoxic CD8+ T cells. A FAK inhibitor helps to
deplete Tregs and initiate anti-tumorigenic responses.Cell 163, September 24, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 3
